Kaffe

Anxiety

Flow

Boredom

1) små enkelsende (lærere)
2) druk til

"Lide hver med hele hvert sin og
bu om sin drøm." (O. Hauge)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Puzzle</th>
<th>Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Can the puzzle be solved? Yes/No?

How do we win the game? Yes/No.

Is shaking & an optical sleight? Yes/No.
Title of the paper

Diagram:

Limits to growth = deny science because... 

We are interested in the model and we are evaluating the model:
- productive, the reader
- produces income
- producing declined
ISO 9000 → it sounds like CAS.

↓

HRIAN.

↓

It should be implemented as a prediction model.

Pac-Man title.

Introducing a Pac-Man model for predicting...

The effect of bonus forks on Pac-Man score in
The relationship between Pac-Man simulator of TQM and EFQM self-assessment.

Pac-Man rules
Goal states
knowledge and
skills

bells at
your play
1) The idea of flow does not make good sense in a case of self-reflection, because I cannot learn anything from it.

Flow: I should design tasks and invest a way when people are experiencing flow (design evaluation).

2) Game theory.

a) There is a winning strategy.

b) Equilibrium.

<---does not make sense in a prison-like Mac-McGee, but perhaps in the real world...
Camilo Huyn and the audit process,

- How to design contracts,

- How to make quality plans.

The effect of the Mensch-Simulator on design of quality plans in probabilistic...
ISO 9000 paper

1) OMNI
2) QA-plan SKB < SPS-telling
3) QA-plan Tone
4) ISO 9000 proposal
5) Current status: 

Teen = Seddon Call backs?

↓ system learn + being

Game theory = quality planning

conflict between
QA & management